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ProgramEducational Objectives(PEO)
PEO-1 DisplayKnowledge tocultivatebetterunderstanding ofpsychologicalaspects.

PEO-2
Enablethestudentstocriticallyanalysethepsychologicalthoughtsbycreative
abilitiesthatcanbeusedinresearchorthatcanmeetwiththecurrenttrendsinSociety.

PEO-3
Demonstrate and apply the comprehensive knowledge of psychological concepts for self-
direction and life-long learning.

PEO-4
Pursue higher education and/or engage in continuous growth and development of their 
professional and communication skills

PEO-5
Imbibe characteristics of morality, citizenship, virtue and be ethically entrenched in value 
systems to become responsible global citizen by demonstrating concern for society and 
environmental sustainability

ProgramOutcomes-(PO)

PO-1
ApplytheknowledgeofPsychologyto understandhumanbehaviorand build
careersinthis field.

PO-2
Identify,formulate,reviewresearchliteratureandanalyzecomplexissues
reachingsubstantiatedcriticalanalysisandconclusionsusingprinciplesandtheoriesof
Psychology.

PO-3
EnrichPsychologicalskillsforcomplexpsychologicalissues facedbyhuman
beings.

PO-4
EnhancecommunicationskillsbyenablingstudentstoreadandwriteReports,
prepare documentation and effective presentation. Use modern IT tools 
toenhance thedigitalliteracy.

PO-5
Useresearch-
basedknowledgeandresearchmethodsincludingcriticalanalysisanditsapplication,an
alysisandinterpretationofdata and synthesisofthe
informationtoprovidevalidconclusions.

PO-6
Developholisticunderstanding ofharmony bynaturalacceptanceofhuman
valuesandethics.

PO-7
DemonstratethesignificanceofSustainabledevelopment;developconcerns
aboutenvironmentalissues.



PO-8
Inculcate disciplinary knowledge required to develop capabilities to adapt with 
emerging trends in industry.

PO-9

DevelopunderstandingregardingtheissueslikeSocial,cultural,economicandInstill 
an understanding of social, cultural, economic issues with a few global issues like 
Poverty, Terrorism, Sustainable development, Human Rights and Gender Equality.

PO-10
Recognize the need for and enhance the competence to engage in independent and 
lifelong learning in the broadest context of social change.

ProgramSpecific Outcomes(PSO)

PSO-1

PSO-2

PSO-3

PSO-4

UnderstandandevaluatefoundationaltheoriesandperspectivesinIndianandwestern 
psychology. Discuss the understanding and application of humanpsychological 
capabilities like memory, intelligence, motivation and 
otherhighermentalprocess.

Recognizetheresearchmethodsusedinpsychologyandapplytheirknowledgein  the
assessment  of  various  psychological  phenomena  (ie,  Learning,
Memory,Intelligence,andPerception)using differentstatisticaltools.

Identifybiological,PsychologicalandSocio- 
culturaldeterminantsofabnormalbehaviour. Develop an Understanding of 
symptoms and etiology of variouspsychologicaldisorders.

Analyse the characteristics that influence social cognitions (ie, 
Attitude,Prejudice)andsocialinteractions(ie,Altruism,AggressionandInterpersona
lAttraction).



Semester-I

CourseName:IntroductiontoPsychology
Course Code (CC): TBHPY101

TBHPY 101- CO1.
Understand the basic principles, methodology and fields of Psychology.

TBHPY 101- CO2 Apply the understanding and applications of human psychological 
capabilities like memory, intelligence, motivation and other higher mental 
processes

TBHPY 101-CO3
Use experimental knowledge and research methods including critical 
analysis and its application, analysis and interpretation of data for 
assessment of human behaviour.

TBHPY 101-CO4. Analyse the nature and understanding of cognitive capabilities of human 
beings like intelligence, memory and implementation in everyday life

Semester-I

CourseName:IntroductiontoPsychologyLab
Course Code(CC):TBHPY 101

PBHPY 101-CO1 Define and apply the scientific method to psychology.
PBHPY 101-CO2 Know the research methods used in psychology and apply their knowledge

in the assessment of various psychological Phenomena (i.e. Learning, 
Memory, Perception)

PBHPY 101-CO3. Demonstrate knowledge of the major theoretical approaches and findings 
in psychology.

PBHPY 101-CO4. Demonstrate the experimental aspects of Memory and Perception.



Semester-I

CourseName:System and Schools of Psychology
Course Code(CC):TBHPY 102

TBHPY 102-CO-1
Understand the historical background of Psychology and contribution of 
early schools of Psychology.

TBHPY 102-CO-2
Analyze the Gestalt approach of Psychology.

TBHPY 102-CO-3
Examine the Contribution of Sigmund Freud and analyze the work of Neo 
Freudians in Psychology.

TBHPY 102-CO-4
Analyze Behavioral and Humanistic movement in psychology

Semester-I

CourseName:Cross-cultural Psychology
Course Code(CC):TBHPY 103

TBHPY103-CO-1

Understand the relationship of cultural studies and psychology.

TBHPY103-CO-2

Find out the correlation between cultural and Individual Differences as Self
and Intelligence.

TBHPY103-CO-3
Apply the principles of observational Learning

TBHPY103-CO-4

Analyze the cultural diversity and Organizational Behavior.



Semester-I

CourseName: An Introduction to Indian Constutution
Course Code(CC): TBHG101

TBHG101-CO-1 Understand the emergence, structure and composition of Indian Constitution.

TBHG101-CO-2 Evaluate the Indian Parliamentary System.

TBHG101-CO-3 Responsive about Special Provisions in Indian Constitution.

TBHG101-CO-4 Develop a sense of responsibilities towards nation specially with respect to 
fundamental duties.

Semester-I

CourseName:Public Administration
Course Code(CC): TBHG 102

TBHG102-CO-1
Understand the basic concepts and practices of public administration and 
explain the relationship between administration, politics and society.

TBHG 102-CO-2 Analyze the theories, approaches, concepts and principles of Public
Administration;

TBHG 102-CO-3
Recognize and articulate the public policy issues that are defined 
within the context of a given discipline.

TBHG 102-CO-4
Critically analyze the approach of running public service organizations which
is used in government and public service institutions and agencies, at both 
sub-national and national levels.

Semester-I

CourseName:Developing Emotional Competence
Course Code (CC):TBHSE 101

TBHSE 101-CO-1
Identify and understand different emotions in oneself and others

TBHSE 101-CO-2
Develop skills to manage and control emotions in oneself and others and 
measure Emotional Quotient

TBHSE 101-CO-3
Develop emotional competencies in oneself

TBHSE 101-CO-4
Understand emotional intelligence and develop the skills to measure 
emotional quotient.



Semester-I

CourseName:English Communication
Course Code (CC):TBAE 101

TBAE 101-CO-1
Developing communication skills of the students and making them 
capable of handling barriers to ensure smooth flow of communication

TBAE 101-CO-2
Understanding the concept of professional writing skills and practice 
the techniques and formats of writing.

TBAE 101-CO-3
Integrating group discussion skills and ability to successfully deal with
different types of interviews to make them industry ready

TBAE 101-CO-4
Analyze various nuisances of public speaking, their solutions and 
make the students confident professional speakers

Semester-I

CourseName:English CommunicationLab
Course Code (CC):PBAE 101

PBAE 101-CO-1
Acquire knowledge of the Language Software and it’s functioning

PBAE 101-CO-2
Gain confidence to crack interviews successfully

PBAE 101-CO-3
Develop fluency in speaking English

PBAE 101-CO-4
Evaluate and improve body language while speaking publicly

Semester-II

CourseName:PsychologyofIndividualDifferences
Course Code (CC):TBHPY 201

TBHPY201-CO-1
Graspthecharacteristicsofindividualdifferencesand
develop capacityto criticallyappraise popular 
psychologytheoriesofpersonality.

TBHPY201-CO-2
Understandseveralmajortheoreticalperspectivesonpersonality
andIntelligence.

TBHPY201-CO-3
Compareandcriticallyevaluatemajortheoriesaboutpersonality
andintelligence.

TBHPY201-CO-4
DiscussIndianContributionandidentifyyogicperspectiveof
Psychology.



Semester-II

CourseName:Psychology ofIndividualDifferencesLab
Course Code (CC):PBHPY 201
PBHPY201-CO-1 Defineandapplythemethodologytopsychology.

PBHPY201-CO-2
Demonstrateknowledgeofthemaintheoreticalapproachesandfindi
ngsinpsychology.

PBHPY201-CO-3
Know theresearchmethods employedin psychology 
andapplytheirknowledgewithintheassessmentofassortedpsychologic
al
Phenomena(i,ePersonality,Learning)

PBHPY201-CO-4
AssessmentofPersonalityandIntelligencethroughvarioustest
andexperiments.

Semester-II

CourseName:StatisticalMethodsforPsychologicalResearch-I
Course Code (CC):TBHPY202

TBHPY202-CO-1
Discuss the relationship between psychological research and statistics

TBHPY202-CO-2
Organization of collected data according to its qualitative and quantitative 
type.

TBHPY202-CO-3
Representation of grouped and ungrouped data with the help of various 
modes of graphic illustration.

TBHPY202-CO-4
Define the meaning and purpose of Sampling and explain various sampling 
techniques used for the analysis of psychological data

Semester-II

CourseName:Cognitive Psychology
Course Code (CC):TBHPY203

TBHPY203-CO-1
Understand research methods in cognitive psychology in order to explain the
inter- relation between brain and behavior.

TBHPY203-CO-2
Develop an understanding of cognitive psychology, focusing on the topics 
such as language, attention, memory, and perception.

TBHPY203-CO-3
Explain broader implications of cognitive strategies

TBHPY203-CO-4
Think critically and analyze various cognitive phenomenon’s for 
comprehending their practical aspect



Semester-II

CourseName: Organizational Psychology
CourseCode(CC):TBHG201

TBHG201-CO-1
Develop the ability to understand the basic concepts of Industrial 
Psychology along with its historical background

TBHG201-CO-2
Analyze the Challenges in setting up the Organizations from the real-world 
examples.

TBHG201-CO-3
Develop a sense of significance of strong communication skills in  
Organization.

TBHG201-CO-4
Critically Analyze the theories of motivation and leadership to develop 
leadership skills.

Semester-II

CourseName: Indian Culture and Globalization
CourseCode(CC):TBHG202

TBHG202-CO-1
Develop an understanding of historical background of Indian Culture

TBHG202-CO-2
Understand the concepts of Globalization and Analyze the dimensions of 
globalization and relate to relate world.

TBHG202-CO-3
Analyze the impact of globalization on Indian Culture.

TBHG202-CO-4
Evaluate the impact of Indian Culture on globalization

Semester-II

CourseName: Social-Media and Psychology

CourseCode(CC):TBHSE 201

TBHSE 201-CO-1
Expose students to a multicultural understanding, use and influence of social 
media

TBHSE 201-CO-2
Provide an interdisciplinary approach of human behavior by understanding 
the impact of social media

TBHSE 201-CO-3
Impart knowledge of the basic concepts of the social media and psychology

TBHSE 201-CO-4
Analyze the critical issues portrayed by social media



Semester-II

CourseName: Environmental Studies
CourseCode(CC):TBAE 201

TBAE 201-CO-1
Develop the basic skills to understand the environment & it's various 
components and the links between humans & the natural systems

TBAE 201-CO-2
Acquire the knowledge of the complex environmental-economic-social 
challenges and actively participate in finding solutions of the current 
environmental problems like environmental pollution, climate change, solid 
waste management and the like.

TBAE 201-CO-3
Assess the consequences of human actions on the environment and its 
subsequent impacts on human health & welfare

TBA1 101-CO-4
Critically involve in understanding the social context of environmental 
awareness in the form of environmental ethics, movements and policies at 
national & international level

Semester-III

CourseName:Foundations of PsychologicalResearch
Course Code (CC):TBHPY301

TBHPY301-CO-1
Identifydifferentmethodological 
approachesandparadigmsthathavebeenusedtostudypsychologicalproces
ses.

TBHPY301-CO-2 Analyzetheexperimentalandnon-experimentalmethodsinresearch.
TBHPY301-CO-3 Differentiatetheprocessandmethodsofquantitativeandqualitative 

psychological research
TBHPY301-CO-4 Discovervariousmethodsofdatacollectionin psychological

research.





Semester-III

CourseName:PsychologicalResearch
Course Code(CC):PBHPY 301

PBHPY301-CO-1
Identifydifferentmethodological 
approachesandparadigmsthathavebeenusedtostudypsychologicalproces
ses.

PBHPY301-CO-2 Analyzetheexperimentalandnon-experimentalmethodsinresearch.

PBHPY301-CO-3
Differentiatetheprocessandmethodsofquantitativeandqualitativepsychologica
lresearch.

PBHPY301-CO-4
Discovervariousmethodsofdatacollectionin psychological
research.

Semester-III

CourseName: Physiological Psychology

Course Code (CC):TBHPY302

TBHPY302-CO-1 Develop an understanding of the influence of biological and 

cognitive components on bodily system

TBHPY302-CO-2
Develop recognition of the neurobiological basis of psychological function 
and dysfunction

TBHPY302-CO-3
Identify the major structures of nervous system according to location 
associated with higher psychological functions

TBHPY302-CO-4
Explore the biological basis of behaviour using modern approaches and 
therapeutic techniques.



Semester-III

CourseName:SocialPsychology
Course Code (CC):TBHPY303

TBHPY303-CO-1
Discussfindingsandtheoryonthelinkbetweenattitudesandbehavior.

TBHPY303-CO-2
Defineattitudesanddescribethetheoriesofattitudechange,
includingthe roleofcognitive dissonance.

TBHPY303-CO-3 IdentifythecharacteristicsthatinfluenceSocialcognitions(i.e.,
attitude,prejudice)andSocial Interactions (i.e., 
altruism,aggression,Interpersonalattraction).

TBHPY303-CO-4

Discuss the foremost developing areas of theory and research
incontemporarypsychologicalscience(i.e.,appliedpsychologicals
cience, cross-culturalresearch,socialcognition,andalsothe
evolutionaryapproach).



Semester-III

CourseName:SocialPsychologyLab
Course Code (CC):PBHPY303

PBHPY303-CO-1
Understand the nature of Applied Social psychology.

PBHPY303-CO-2
Discuss the levels of social behaviour and understand the influences of 
societal variables on human behaviour.

PBHPY303-CO-3 Investigate various social problems by applying the theories and concepts of 
applied social psychology.

PBHPY303-CO-4 Critically examine a variety of intervention techniques dealing with issues 
and problems in interpersonal and societal issues.

Semester-III

CourseName:Environmental Psychology
CourseCode (CC):TDHPY301

TDHPY301-CO-1 Develop an understanding of the nature and fundamentals of environmental 
psychology with several prominent theories and models.

TDHPY301-CO-2 Develop and to become familiar with environmental perception and 
cognition.

TDHPY301-CO-3
Identify the relationship between environment and health and understanding 
the effects of physical environment on health.

TDHPY301-CO-4 Explore the various strategies and solution for environmental problems. 

Semester-III

CourseName:Forensic Psychology
CourseCode (CC):TDHPY302

TDHPY302-CO-1 Understand the meaning and field aspects of Forensic psychology.

TDHPY302-CO-2 Understand Criminal psychology and psychological aspects of police 
investigation.

TDHPY302-CO-3 Examine Crime and post crime scenarios.

TDHPY302-CO-4 Analyze Legal rights and interventions in forensic psychology.



Semester-III

CourseName:GenderandSociety
CourseCode (CC):TBHG301

TBHG301-CO-1
To analysis how concepts of gender and sexuality arecreated, 
maintainedandchallengedthroughembodiment,culturalrepresentationandsoci
al
organization.

TBHG301-CO-2
Todescribethehistorical,crossculturalandcontemporarysocialtrends
surroundingsexand gender.

TBHG301-CO-3
Toevaluategenderasasocialconstructionwhichperpetuatesglobalinequalitiesan
dstratification.

TBHG301-CO-4
Toexploregendertheoriesandapplythemtopoliticalissuesata 
domestic,internationaland transnationallevel.

Semester-III

CourseName:Understanding Globalization
CourseCode (CC):TBHG302

TBHG302-CO-1
Understand what is globalization, its impact, the main aspects of 
globalization and the pros & cons of globalization.

TBHG302-CO-2
Analyze the historical  and contemporary nature of global  issues and their
interdependence.

TBHG302-CO-3
Evaluate the impacts of international policies upon local realities, developing
the ability to conceptually organize information while practicing ethical and 
social requirements of responsible global citizenship.

TBHG302-CO-4
Critically analyze the complex interrelationships that exist among nations 
and between people and communities in the interdependent modern world.

Semester-III

CourseName:Educational Psychology
CourseCode (CC):TBHSE 301

TBHSE 301-CO-1
Develop an understanding of the nature and fundamentals of 
educational psychology with several prominent theories of learning.

TBHSE 301-CO-2
Develop and to become familiar with human diversity and its influence in 
education.  

TBHSE 301-CO-3 Identify the methods of effective teaching and techniques of classroom 
management. 

TBHSE 301-CO-4
Explore  the  challenges  in  dealing  with  special  child  and  importance  of
special education.



Semester-III

CourseName:Personal Growth and Development
CourseCode (CC):TBAE 301

TBAE 301-CO-1
Develop and exhibit an appropriate sense of self.

TBAE 301-CO-2
Inculcate the characteristics of responsible and confident social being.

TBAE 301-CO-3
Nurture themselves as well balanced personalities with emotional 
intelligence and human values.

TBAE 301-CO-4
Develop into competent global professionals and lifelong learners.



Semester-IV

CourseName: StatisticalMethodsforPsychologicalResearch-II
Course Code(CC):TBHPY401

TBHPY401-CO-1
Calculation of central tendency and comprehending its significance in 
drawing conclusions in statistics.

TBHPY401-CO-2

Use the concepts of Variability and standard scores, and be able to compute 
the Average Deviation, the Standard Deviation and Z score.

TBHPY401-CO-3
Application of Parametric tests in statistics.

TBHPY401-CO-4
Differentiate between parametric and non- parametric tests and 
theapplication of Non- Parametric tests in statistics.

Semester-IV

CourseName:DevelopmentalPsychology
Course Code (CC):TBHPY402

TBHPY402-CO-1 Understand the Concept and theories of human development.

TBHPY402-CO-2 Explain various Spheres and of Human Development and by providing an 
overview of various western and Indian perspectives related to physical, 
emotional, cognitive and vocal development through-out the entire lifespan.

TBHPY402-CO-3 Analyze various stages of Life Span Development i,e Prenatal development, 
Birth and Infancy, Childhood, Adolescence and Adulthood.

TBHPY402-CO-4 Evaluate the influence of social and cultural factors on human development



Semester-IV

CourseName:Applied SocialPsychology
Course Code(CC):TBHPY403

TBHPY403-CO-1 UnderstandthenatureofAppliedSocialpsychology.

TBHPY403-CO-2
Discussthelevelsofsocialbehaviorandunderstandtheinfluences
ofsocietalvariablesonhumanbehavior.

TBHPY403-CO-3
Investigate varioussocialproblemsbyapplyingthetheoriesand
conceptsofappliedsocialpsychology.

TBHPY403-CO-4
Criticallyexamineavarietyofinterventiontechniquesdealing
withissuesandproblemsininterpersonalandsocietalissues.

Semester-IV

CourseName: AppliedSocialPsychologyLab
Course Code (CC):PBHPY403

PBHPY 403-CO-1 UnderstandthenatureofAppliedSocialpsychology.

PBHPY 403-CO-2
Discussthelevelsofsocialbehaviorandunderstandtheinfluences
ofsocietalvariablesonhumanbehavior.

PBHPY 403-CO-3
Investigate 
varioussocialproblemsbyapplyingthetheoriesandconceptsofapplied
socialpsychology.

PBHPY 403-CO-4
Criticallyexamineavarietyofinterventiontechniquesdealing
withissuesandproblemsininterpersonalandsocietalissues.

Semester-IV

CourseName: Community Psychology
Course Code (CC):TDHPY 401

TDHPY 401-CO-1 Understanding of human development and well-being within individual’s 
community framework.

TDHPY 401-CO-2
Identify stakeholders in defining and solving social problems. 

TDHPY 401-CO-3
Evaluate and participate in the development of effective 
intervention, prevention and health promotion strategies and 
programs for individuals, small groups, and communities.

TDHPY 401-CO-4
Apply community psychology knowledge to make interventions across 
diverse groups and organizations through community-based experience



Semester-IV

CourseName: Psychology of Peace
Course Code (CC):TDHPY 402

TDHPY 402-CO-1 Understand the concepts of peace and conflict from a psychological 
perspective.

TDHPY 402-CO-2
Examine various psychological approaches on Peace and Conflict.

TDHPY 402-CO-3
Apply the techniques of peace building.

TDHPY 402-CO-4
Analyze the intervention models for peace establishment worldwide.

Semester-IV

CourseName: Educational for Sustainable Development
Course Code (CC):TBHG 401

TBHG 401-CO-1 Understand the basic concepts, pillars of sustainability, principles and 
perspectives of sustainable development. 

TBHG 401-CO-2 Develop an ability to relate and distinguish Education for Sustainable 
Development and Sustainable Development, Climate change education
as ESD.

TBHG 401-CO-3
identify sustainability issues at local level along with the 
challenges facing to deal with that issue and also Raise the 
local issue at global level.

TBHG 401-CO-4
Evaluate values involved and an analysis of Indian ESD Research and 
Policy.

Semester-IV

CourseName: Human Resource Management
Course Code (CC):TBHG 402

TBHG 402-CO-1 Develop an ability to understand the basic concepts of HRM and 
differentiate between HRM and HRD.

TBHG 402-CO-2 Analyze the HRM practices in organizations from real world 
examples.

TBHG 402-CO-3
Identify the practices adopted at international level HRM 
along with the importance of Cross-cultural training.

TBHG 402-CO-4
Enable the students to develop strategies for organizational 
development.



Semester-IV

CourseName: Expressive Skills
Course Code (CC):TBHSE 401

TBHSE 401-CO-1 Understand the meaning, relevance and need of Expressive skills.

TBHSE 401-CO-2 Acquire self-regulation skills.

TBHSE 401-CO-3 Analyze various cognitive potentials of human-beings.

TBHSE 401-CO-4 Apply various techniques for expression.

Semester-IV

CourseName: Advertisement Psychology
Course Code (CC):TBAE 401

TBAE 401-CO-1 Understand the theories, concepts, tools and models used in marketing 
practice and understanding customer decision making

TBAE 401-CO-2 Apply customer psychology strategies to interpret customer behavior

TBAE 401-CO-3 Acquire research and innovative techniques to analyze market.

TBAE 401-CO-4 Develop effective techniques for customer - management relationship



Semester-V

CourseName:UnderstandingPsychologicalDisorders
Course Code(CC):TBHPY 501

TBHPY 501-CO-1
UnderstandtheconceptofAbnormalitybyapplyingtheknowledgeofasse
ssment,diagnosisandclassificationsystem

TBHPY 501-CO-2

Explain various Theoretical approaches on abnormal
behavior asBiological, familial, cultural,

behavioral,cognitiveandpsychodynamic

TBHPY 501-CO-3
Describetheetiologyofanxietydisorders,conversion
disordersandDissociativedisorder.

TBHPY 501-CO-4
Identifyandexplaintheetiologyanddynamicsofvarious
Developmentaldisorders,Substancerelateddisordersandeatingdisorders

Semester-V

CourseName:Psychological Assessment and Testing
Course Code(CC):TBHPY 502

TBHPY 502-CO-1
Understand the basic of psychological assessment.

TBHPY 502-CO-2 Understand about the assessment of different types of skills and abilities.

TBHPY 502-CO-3
Analyze the process of psychological Testing.

TBHPY 502-CO-4
Apply the processes of test construction and standardization



Semester-V

CourseName:Psychological Assessment and TestingLab
Course Code(CC):PBHPY 502

PBHPY 502-CO-1
Understand the basic of psychological assessment.

PBHPY 502-CO-2 Understand about the assessment of different types of skills and abilities.

PBHPY 502-CO-3
Analyze the process of psychological Testing.

PBHPY 502-CO-4
Apply the processes of test construction and standardization

Semester-V

CourseName:Organizational Behavior
CourseCode (CC):TBHPY 503

TBHPY 503-CO-1
Understand the historical and theoretical foundation of Industrial 
Psychology. 

TBHPY 503-CO-2
Explain the contemporary changes and issues in Industrials setting.

TBHPY 503-CO-3
Learn and apply the communication skills within organization by 
understanding and managing communication.

TBHPY 503-CO-4

Analyze various theories and importance of work motivation, job
satisfaction and leadership at the workplace.

Semester-V

CourseName:Positive Psychology
CourseCode (CC):TDHPY 501

TDHPY 501-CO-1
Understand the realm of Positive psychology with Indian and Western 
perspectives and identify the difference between Character Strengths and 
virtues.

TDHPY 501-CO-2
Discuss various affective and cognitive components of positive mental state.
Recognize the measures of happiness and well-being as well as variables that
are related to happiness and well-being.

TDHPY 501-CO-3
Equip himself/herself with the skill and competence to apply positive 
psychology principles in a range of environments to increase individual and 
collective wellbeing

TDHPY 501-CO-4

Understand the realm of Positive psychology with Indian and Western 
perspectives and identify the difference between Character Strengths and 
virtues.



Semester-V

CourseName:CulturalPsychology
CourseCode (CC):TDHPY 502

TDHPY502-CO-1
Understandthemethods to study culture,cultural 
identity,culturalinfluence,andprejudice.

TDHPY502-CO-2 Discusstheconceptof‘Self’ andothers indifferentcultures.

TDHPY502-CO-3
Analyzeandevaluatetheeffectofculturalchangeand
Culturaltransitiononpsychologicalprocesses

TDHPY502-CO-4
Applyknowledgefromculturalpsychologytoa
contemporaryIndianPerspective.

Semester-V

CourseName:Entrepreneurial Development
CourseCode (CC):TBHG 501

TBHG 501-CO-1
Enable the students to establish relationship between culture and 
entrepreneurship. Critically analyze the theories of Motivation and 
understand the significance of ethics in entrepreneur from the real 
world examples.

TBHG 501-CO-2 Understand and explore the term Creativity and developing problem 
solving skills by using left brain app for lifelong learning process.

TBHG 501-CO-3
Create sample business plans.

TBHG 501-CO-4
Enable the students to establish relationship between culture and 
entrepreneurship. Critically analyze the theories of Motivation and 
understand the significance of ethics in entrepreneur from the real 
world examples.

Semester-V

CourseName:Gandhian Philosophy
CourseCode (CC):TBHG 502

TBHG 502-CO-1
Know about early life of Gandhi ji.

TBHG 502-CO-2 Undersatnd the Social Reforms introduced by Gandhi Ji.

TBHG 502-CO-3
Understand the value system developed by Gandhi Ji and Changing Social 
structure of India during that time.

TBHG 502-CO-4
Develop an insight in to the Gandhian concept of Freedom and also to know 
about various revolutions like French, Russian etc.



Semester-V

CourseName:Human Values and Professional Ethics
CourseCode (CC):TBHSE 501

TBHSE 501-CO-1
Understand the significance and essentials of human values and skills. 
Apply creative thinking to fulfill the aspirations of every human being.

TBHSE 501-CO-2 Apply ethics and  values as  rules of behaviour .

TBHSE 501-CO-3
Enable the students to develop harmony with Family, Society and 
Nature.

TBHSE 501-CO-4
Understand the significance of values and ethics in professional growth

Semester-VI

CourseName:Understanding Psychological Disorder-II
CourseCode (CC):TBHPY 601

TBHPY 601-CO-1
Understand the concept of Abnormality by applying the knowledge of 
assessment, diagnosis, classification system.

TBHPY 601-CO-2 Explain various Theoretical approaches on Schizophrenia.

TBHPY 601-CO-3
Describe the etiology of Mood Disorders.

TBHPY 601-CO-4
Identify and explain the etiology and dynamics of various Personality and 
Sexual disorders.

Semester-VI

CourseName:Counselling Psychology
CourseCode (CC):TBHPY 602

TBHPY 602-CO-1
Understand the Meaning, Goal and process of counseling.

TBHPY 602-CO-2 Analyze various technical approaches of counseling used in psychology.

TBHPY 602-CO-3
Discuss Various contemporary trends in the field of counseling along with 
Indian yogic and meditative techniques.

TBHPY 602-CO-4
Apply Counseling skills as an intervention in clinical setting



Semester-VI

CourseName:Counselling PsychologyLab
CourseCode (CC):PBHPY 602

PBHPY 602-CO-1
Apply the process of counseling.

PBHPY 602-CO-2 Analyze various technical approaches of counseling used in psychology.

PBHPY 602-CO-3
Discuss Various contemporary trends in the field of counseling along with 
Indian yogic and meditative techniques.

PBHPY 602-CO-4
Apply Counseling skills as an intervention in clinical setting

Semester-VI

CourseName:Psychotherapy
CourseCode (CC):PBHPY 602

TBHPY 602-CO-1
Gain the understanding of Psychotherapy and its process.

TBHPY 602-CO-2
Understand various Psychotherapeutic techniques.

TBHPY 602-CO-3 Apply various Psychotherapeutic devices and be aware about the ethical 
issues of the field.

TBHPY 602-CO-4
Analyze current trends in the clinical psychology.

Semester-VI

CourseName:Youth Psychology
CourseCode (CC): DHPY 601

DHPY 601-CO-1
Define Youth and Gender identity.

DHPY 601-CO-2 Examine the factors affecting youth development.

DHPY 601-CO-3
Discuss various major issues among youth community in the contemporary 
world.

DHPY 601-CO-4
Analyze various strategies for youth development



Semester-VI

CourseName:Psychological Skills in Organizations
CourseCode (CC): DHPY 602

DHPY 602-CO-1
Understand and apply effective skills required at workplace.

DHPY 602-CO-2 Develop organizational communication skills and learn to overcome the 
barriers in the process of Communication.

DHPY 602-CO-3
Examine the leadership skills required in organization and their effectiveness.

DHPY 602-CO-4
Analyze the role of team spirit and team building

Semester-VI

CourseName:Principles of Management
CourseCode (CC): TBHG 601

TBHG 601-CO-1
Understand the  basic concepts of Management along with thoughts 
and ocurrent developments in management practices.

TBHG 601-CO-2 Enable to differentiate types of plans and common planning tools for 
organizational design and enable managerial skills.

TBHG 601-CO-3 identify techniques that managers use as a leader to influence and 
control the internal organizational environment.

TBHG 601-CO-4
Develop the ability to apply Human Resource Practices to avoid 
conflicts and promote coordination

Semester-VI

CourseName:Intellectual Property Rights
CourseCode (CC): TBHG 602

TBHG 602-CO-1
Apply intellectual property law principles (including copyright, patents, 
designs and trademarks) to real problems and analyse the social impact of 
intellectual property law and policy.

TBHG 602-CO-2 Explore the requirements for copyright protection and learn how copyright 
owners can license their works for use by others

TBHG 602-CO-3 Recognize the parts of a patent document and their significance and 
understand the value and purpose of patents.

TBHG 602-CO-4
Understand what a trademark is and learn what can and cannot be 
trademarked..



Semester-VI

CourseName:Academic Writing
CourseCode (CC): TBHSE 601

TBHSE 601-CO-1
To understand the importance of academic writing.

TBHSE 601-CO-2
To understand the basic skills of literature review and avoiding plagiarism.

TBHSE 601-CO-3
To learn the process of research paper writing.

TBHSE 601-CO-4
To understand digital writing and development of OERs.

                                                            Semester-VII

CourseName:Statistical Tools for Research-I
CourseCode (CC): TBHPY 701

TBHPY 701-CO-1
Compute correlation coefficient and develop understanding of its 
relevance in statistics.

TBHPY 701-CO-2 Understand the concept of regression in statistics and calculatecoefficients of 
regression

TBHPY 701-CO-3 Understand the distribution of data and comparison between normal 
and equal distribution.

TBHPY 701-CO-4 Interpret the output of null hypothesis in order to draw the conclusions 
about research questions.

                                                            Semester-VII

CourseName:Research Methodology
CourseCode (CC): TDHPY 701

TDHPY 701-CO-1
Develop an understanding of the term ‘Research’, nature and significance of 
research, objectives of doing research, characteristics of research and its 
scope. 

TDHPY 701-CO-2 Comprehend the Research Design including its components, nature, process, 
problem identification, formulation of research statement and hypothesis.

TDHPY 701-CO-3
Understand and analyze various quotatives and qualitative tools.

TDHPY 701-CO-4
Identify and discuss the concepts and procedures of sampling, measurement 
and scaling and understand the meaning of interpretation, analyze the 
concept of Ethics and Philosophical Issues in Research. Developing an 
understanding of the Report Writing



                                                            Semester-VII

CourseName:Computer Application and SPSS in Research
CourseCode (CC): TDHPY 702

TDHPY 702-CO-1
Know basics of Computer hardware and software and apply the 
knowledge in the psychological testing.

TDHPY 702-CO-2
Equip with the skills of Microsoft Office and Power-point 

TDHPY 702-CO-3
Understand the basic formulas of MS Excel used in statistical analysis.

TDHPY 702-CO-4 Learn about SPSS from basic to advance and use SPSS software in 
Data Preparation and interpretation.

                                                            Semester-VII

CourseName:Research Publication and Ethics-I
CourseCode (CC): TDHPY 703

TDHPY 703-CO-1
Understand the epistemology as an important branch of philosophy.

TDHPY 703-CO-2
Examine scientific misconducts in contemporary research.

TDHPY 703-CO-3 Gain knowledge about various publication guidelines and understand 
the publication ethics.

TDHPY 703-CO-4 Analyze various publication sources on the basis of their quality 
standards.

                                                            Semester-VII

CourseName:Research Seminar Presentation-I
CourseCode (CC): TDHPY 704

TDHPY 704-CO-1
Demonstrate technical skills for effective preparation of presentations, 
write-ups through participant in academic and extracurricular 
activities.

TDHPY 704-CO-2 Exhibit good communication and presentation skills.

TDHPY 704-CO-3 Acquire critical thinking ability to analyze and interpret observations, 
recent scientific developments, etc.

TDHPY 704-CO-4
Inculcate the analyzing skills for research questions



                                                            Semester-VII

CourseName:Psychology of Learning
CourseCode (CC): TBHG 701

TBHG 701-CO-1
Understanding the applications of psychology in enabling effective, self-
regulated and socially responsive learning.

TBHG 701-CO-2 Acquire Effective learning skills to be a good learner.

TBHG 701-CO-3
Examine the role of interpersonal relationships in the facilitation of learning.

TBHG 701-CO-4
Analyze the socio-cultural determinants of learning

                                                            Semester-VII

CourseName:Life Span Psychology
CourseCode (CC): TBHG 702

TBHG 702-CO-1
Understand the Concept and theories of human development.

TBHG 702-CO-2 Explain human development from prenatal period to adulthood.

TBHG 702-CO-3
Analyze Middle childhood development stage and attachment patterns.

TBHG 702-CO-4
Evaluate the influence of social and cultural factors on development and 
Ageing

                                                            Semester-VII

CourseName:Dissertation/Project
CourseCode (CC): DHPY 701

DHPY 701-CO-1
Application of the knowledge of psychology with an exposure to real 
life situations.

DHPY 701-CO-2 Application of statistical tools in psychological research.

DHPY 701-CO-3
Prepare a suitable research design and research methodology for 
smooth functioning of the research process.

DHPY 701-CO-4
Develop lifelong learning by drafting a research report according to 
ethical principles of the research process



                                                           Semester-VIII

CourseName:Psychological Research
CourseCode (CC): TBHPY 801

TBHPY 801-CO-1
Differentiate among various research designs and understand their 
applicability according to the type of research.

TBHPY 801-CO-2 Understand the process of constructing psychological test and its 
application.

TBHPY 801-CO-3 Identify the steps of writing research proposal and its utility in 
research.

TBHPY 801-CO-4
Application of APA style in research writing.

                                                           Semester-VIII

CourseName:Review of Literature
CourseCode (CC): TDHPY 801

TDHPY 801-CO-1
Define systematic review and highlight the importance of systematic 
reviews

TDHPY 801-CO-2
Develop the protocol for review of literature.

TDHPY 801-CO-3
Develop search strategies for a suitable review of literature.

TDHPY 801-CO-4 Analyze the role of gray literature in research review and determine 
eligibility criteria

                                                           Semester-VIII

CourseName:Research Seminar Presentation-II
CourseCode (CC): TDHPY 802

TDHPY 802-CO-1
Able to analyze, verify, evaluate the completeness of information in 
the course of professional activities, to add and synthesize missing 
information if necessary

TDHPY 802-CO-2 Able to perform professional activities, including research and 
development activities in the international environment

TDHPY 802-CO-3 Is able to perform interdisciplinary interaction and cooperation with 
representatives of other fields of knowledge while solving research 
and applied tasks

TDHPY 802-CO-4
Able to analyze, verify, evaluate the completeness of information in 
the course of professional activities, to add and synthesize missing 
information if necessary



                                                           Semester-VIII

CourseName:Research Publication and Ethics-II
CourseCode (CC): TDHPY 803

TDHPY 803-CO-1
Understand morality in philosophical point of view.

TDHPY 803-CO-2 Gain knowledge about various publication guidelines and understand 
the publication ethics.

TDHPY 803-CO-3
Examine scientific misconducts in contemporary research

TDHPY 803-CO-4
Analyze various publication sources on the basis of their quality index.

                                                           Semester-VIII

CourseName:Research Paper Writing
CourseCode (CC): TDHPY 804

TDHPY 804-CO-1
Identify the current trends of the discipline and finding discrepancy in 
the research areas.

TDHPY 804-CO-2 Understand and develop professional writing techniques for research 
paper.

TDHPY 804-CO-3 Write a manuscript and usage of other mechanism for the effective 
writing.

TDHPY 804-CO-4 Inculcate the trend of using technical advancements for the drafting 
and editing of paper.

                                                           Semester-VIII

CourseName:Feminist Guidance and Counselling
CourseCode (CC): TBHG 801

TBHG 801-CO-1
Analyze the need and techniques of Guidance for Women

TBHG 801-CO-2 Develop an insight into the significance of guidance and counseling in 
promoting the mental health of women

TBHG 801-CO-3
Understand the relevance of counseling to women wrt to the Indian situation.

TBHG 801-CO-4
Identify the common issues faced by women in career development



                                                           Semester-VIII

CourseName:Women’s Rights in India
CourseCode (CC): TBHG 802

TBHG 802-CO-1
Analyse the ideas and framework related to Human rights specifically wrt 
women 

TBHG 802-CO-2 Identify the significance of constitutional laws in improving the lives of 
women in India

TBHG 802-CO-3
Identify the role of Counselling centers and legal aids in protecting the rights 
of Women and Girls 

TBHG 802-CO-4
Critically analyze the key issues faced by Women in the workplace and 
family

Semester-VIII

CourseName:Dissertation/Project
CourseCode (CC):DHPY 801

DHPY 801-CO-1
Application of the knowledge of psychology with an exposure to real 
life situations.

DHPY 801-CO-2
Application of statistical tools in psychological research.

DHPY 801-CO-3 Prepare a suitable research design and research methodology for 
smooth functioning of the research process.

DHPY 801- CO-4 Develop lifelong learning by drafting a rSesearch report according to 
ethical principles of the research process




